Richco is pleased to release a new heavy-duty series of printed circuit board supports. These unique stand-offs snap into the P.C. board from the bottom. This leaves a low protrusion head under the chassis. These supports have an anti-rotation design to prevent movement in the chassis or positioning holes. The product has a locking arm that clips to the side of the P.C.B., securing it firmly in place. This enables the product to be positioned very near the edge of the board where a traditional arrowhead may not fit. The locking arm also makes it easy to remove and replace the P.C.B for renewal or maintenance purposes. These supports are available with four different board clearance heights. The RLEHCBS series is manufactured in a durable, black, Nylon 6/6. To view our other circuit board hardware products, please refer to Richco’s catalog #26 or website at www.richco-inc.com.

**Target Markets:**
- General Electronics

**REVERSE LOCK EDGE HOLDING CIRCUIT BOARD SUPPORT**

**RLEHCBS**